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whilst all information is considered correct at the time of going to press, iris coatings ltd
cannot be held responsible for any actions taken as a result of the content of these books.
topics currently covered are google, brand, the internet, human resources (HR), information
technology (IT) and communication. look out for more books in the future.
for more information on any of these books, please get in touch with the iris team.

so what is IT?

technology is major part of everyday life. people in nearly every career are required to have
some knowledge of computers and software.
information technology (IT) helps businesses function more efficiently so they can improve.
we have listed in the next few pages some of the best and our favourite technological
breakthroughs in modern years – as well as a few tips.

dependency

IT has become the lifeblood of how business is done. as our world continues to adapt more
and more towards an information based society, managing the stream and storage of data
and making access to data more and more reliable and easy to use is not just important
from a profit standpoint alone - we’ve actually come to totally depend on technology 100%
to make business possible.

a good example of IT

Continental’s ESA (emergency steer assist) system.
if the driver of a vehicle travelling at high speed has gone beyond the last possible point
where braking would have an effect, it may still be possible to avoid an accident through
steering, or by taking evasive action. emergency steer assist can now help drivers to steer
past an obstacle by accessing the technologies which are already integrated into many
vehicles. the lower the road surface friction coefficient, due to rain or snow for example,
the greater the gap between the ‘braking’ or the ‘evasion’ options. this means that evasive
action is still a possibility long after there is no more hope of avoiding the accident by
emergency braking alone.

size isn’t everything

IBM have built a simple computer circuit that measures less than 20 nanometres (or
thousandths of a millimetre) across. technically, it’s the world’s smallest computer. we are
on the verge of building computers on a seriously small scale. one day, computers may fit
in to a dot on your clothing. music players and mobiles may fit right inside your ear. maybe
you’ll wear a wristwatch that contains all three.

hmmmmm...

• Bill Gates dropped out of college (Harvard) before founding Microsoft.
• early hard drives in personal computers held 20Mb, or 20 megabytes, and cost about
£515. by comparison, a £5 flash drive holds 2Gb, or two gigabytes. that’s a 100-fold
decrease in price and a 100-fold increase in capacity.
• Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak built the first apple computers from parts they got for free
from their employers. they originally approached their employers with their idea for a
‘personal computer’, but they were rebuffed. they were actually encouraged to scrounge
spare parts from work and complete their project in their spare time.
• the computer in your cell phone has more processing power than all the computers in
the Apollo 11 lunar lander that put two men on the moon.
• static electricity so mild that humans don’t even feel
it can destroy computer circuitry.

feeling unwell?

the worst ms-dos virus ever, Michelangelo (1991) attacked the boot sector of your hard
drive and any floppy drive inserted into the computer, which caused the virus to spread
rapidly. after spreading quietly for months, the virus ‘activated’ on March 6 and promptly
started destroying data on tens of thousands of computers.
your computer can’t get infected simply by displaying an e-mail message. nor can even the
most virulent virus destroy the electronic circuitry of your processor.
• 70 percent of virus writers work under contract for organised crime syndicates.
• a virus can not appear on your computer all by itself. you have
to get it by sharing infected files or diskettes, or by downloading
infected files from the internet.
• there are 6,000 new computer viruses released every month.

some retail therapy

• ebay maintains four copies of most of its databases.
• it takes 30 minutes to build the ebay.com site - in the last 2.5 years, there have been
2 million builds.
• on average, ebay.com runs into issues for about 50 seconds per day.
• the site averages more than 1 billion page views per day.
• users trade about £1100 worth of goods on the site every second.
• the site currently has about 600 million listings and about 204 million registered users.
• ebay engineers have to add about 10 terabytes of new storage
every week to cover new transactions.

I do

in America in 2009, one in every eight married couples met on the internet.
think about a room full of 100 strangers, all of whom are of the opposite sex and eligible. if
you walked into that room in the real world, how many would you be attracted to? maybe
10 if you are really lucky, right?
only 10% of people who join online dating sites actually get any replies. the reason is that
90% don’t bother to write an interesting profile or upload pictures of themselves.
this is why iris have invested so much time and energy in to how
they appear and what they say about themselves. when
we communicate, we want to be one of the 10%!
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